Combined effects of tamoxifen and a chimeric humanized single chain antibody against the type I IGF receptor on breast tumor growth in vivo.
Proliferative and anti-apoptotic actions of IGFs are mediated by the IGF-I receptor (IGF-IR), to which both IGF-I and -II bind with high affinity. We previously reported that alphaIGF-IR scFv-Fc (scFv-Fc) consisting of the alphaIGF-IR scFv and human IgG (1) Fc domain retained general characteristics of the parental 1H7 monoclonal antibody, and significantly suppressed MCF-7 tumor growth. We proposed IGF-IR down-regulation as a possible mechanism for inhibition of MCF-7 tumor growth. To further determine the therapeutic potentials of this approach, in vivo effects of this antibody on breast tumor growth were evaluated in the absence or presence of tamoxifen (Tam) using a T61 human breast tumor model. T61 xenograft growth in athymic mice was compared under five conditions, PBS, scFv-Fc, Tam, scFv-Fc+Tam, and control antibody. While treatment with PBS and control antibody did not affect T61 tumor growth, scFv-Fc, Tam, and scFv-Fc+Tam treatments significantly suppressed the tumor growth during the first two weeks of treatment. Although the growth inhibitory effect of scFv-Fc during the first two weeks was significant, the tumor grew as rapidly as PBS-treated tumors thereafter. This rapid tumor growth was suppressed when scFv-Fc was combined with Tam. Throughout four weeks, the combined Tam+scFv-Fc treatment was more effective in inhibiting the T61 tumor growth than scFv-Fc or Tam treatment alone. scFv-Fc treatment down-regulated IGF-IR which appears to contribute to tumor growth inhibition. This study provides evidence that simultaneous targeting of IGF-IR and the estrogen receptor may enhance the therapeutic effect.